The University of New Haven’s College of Arts & Sciences invites applications for adjunct instructor positions in Music & Sound Recording to begin in Spring 2021.

This position supports the instructional needs of the Division of Performing Arts in teaching. The instructor would teach undergraduate courses in studio recording, including studio procedures, microphone techniques, signal flow, and outboard equipment.

Preferred applicants would have professional recording studio experience, strong written and oral communication skills, a postgraduate degree in related subject, and college-level teaching experience. Experience with instructional technology, using web-based instructional software, or other learning management systems is a plus.

Submit cover letter, curriculum vitae, a one-page teaching statement including teaching experience, and two letters of reference via email to ehaskell@newhaven.edu

Search #20-MUSICSNDREC
Human Resources Department
University of New Haven
300 Boston Post Road
West Haven, CT 06516

Electronic submission is strongly encouraged. Please include Search #20-MUSICSNDREC in the subject line of all emails to ensure proper delivery.

Interviews will be ongoing until positions are filled.
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